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Executive Summary: 

Since its inception, Justice for Life documented the death and detention of civilians from Deir 

Ezzor province. JFL was hampered by considerable obstacles and risks, where the security one 

and restrictions of the different parties to conflict were on the top. Basically, JFL adopted the 

method of interviewing witnesses who are either survivors or victims’ relatives.  

JFL issued dozens of long and brief reports about the violations committed in Deir Ezzor; some of 

those were long and included recommendations on what to be done in order to investigate the 

violations and prevent their recurrence, and others that included brief testimonies about 

violations. JFL interviewed witnesses, and published dozens of individual testimonies, where 

some of them were written and others were recorded.  

JFL established a database that includes accurate details about the war victims in Deir Ezzor. As 

ISIS exited the province, JFL is updating he database in order to achieve more validation and 

complement the information that were hard to be collected during ISIS rule.  

Up to December 31st 2018, JFL documented the death of (3190) civilians including (1302) children 

and (535) women; (2126) of them were killed by aerial bombardment, (196) were killed by mine 

explosion, (425) were killed by artillery shelling, (83) were killed under torture, (315) were 

extrajudicial killings’ victims, and (45) fell victims to disease and malnutrition. 

This report includes what was documented until December 31st 2018. The report statistics are 

not final ones. JFL will issue updates on a continuous basis. This report includes recent examples 

about violations that were newly documented by JFL. This report comprises statistics of victims 

of aerial bombardment, artillery shelling, killing under torture, victims of extrajudicial killings, and 

victims of malnutrition due to besiegement in entire the province. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://jfl.ngo/
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Deir+ez-Zur,+Syria/@35.335102,40.0679357,12z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x154817f4aeddb761:0x4cbc9d58e981374f!8m2!3d35.3296518!4d40.1350341
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Deir+ez-Zur,+Syria/@35.335102,40.0679357,12z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x154817f4aeddb761:0x4cbc9d58e981374f!8m2!3d35.3296518!4d40.1350341
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Introduction: 

Deir Ezzor Province: 

It is located in the easternmost part of Syria. It has a space of 33,000 km2. It is divided into three 

administrative areas; Deir Ezzor, Al Mayadin, and Al Boukmal.    

The war that has been triggered since mid-2012 and succession of different controlling powers 

on Deir Ezzor constituted a real test for the documentary work. The security conditions were the 

greatest impediment before those who work in the field of violations documentation in Deir Ezzor 

as the GoS held areas are considered the most difficult ones. This is similar to other Syrian areas. 

Bearing in mind that ISIS rule added a killing factor to any civic activity, including violations 

documentation.  

A Brief Account of Developments in Deir Ezzor: 

-Since 2011 until June 2012: 

Since March 2011, anti-government protests took place in the province of Deir Ezzor. Those 

protests expanded as hundreds of thousands of civilians joined them. The protestors were 

detained and investigated by the Syrian security apparatuses such as Military Security, Air Force 

Intelligence, Political Security, and State Security. During that period, many names emerged such 

as Major-General Jamea Jamea, head of Military Security branch at that time, and Colonel Da’as 
within the frame of investigations. 

As a response to the protest expansion, Syrian Army forces invaded the city in August 2011, 

arrested dozens of civilians, and forcibly prevented all forms of peaceful expression either by 

demonstrations or any other means. 

Following the Syrian forces withdrawal from the cities, the protests returned, yet at a slower pace 

and lower level of participation due to fear from detention. The security members targeted 

directly the protestors by bullets. Momentum returned to the protests as the killing of the child 

Mohammad Mulla Issa was a turnning point to the wide participation in the demonstrations. 

-Since mid-2012 until mid-2014: 

Small armed groups were formed in Deir Ezzor to target the security apparatuses’ checkpoints. 
Those groups adopted the slogan of protecting the protestors. In mid-2012, armed opposition 

groups controlled a number of neighborhoods inside the city of Deir Ezzor along with locations 

outside paving the way towards a new phase where the Syrian forces invaded the province again, 

but in a more violent manner by using air force, heavy artillery, tanks, and snipers. 

Dozens of thousands of civilians fled towards the countryside of Deir Ezzor and the cities of 

Damascus, Al Hasaka, and Al Raqqa. The aerial bombardment left a large scale destruction, 

especially inside the city of Deir Ezzor, where hundreds of civilians were killed and injured. Local 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Al+Mayadin,+Syria/@35.0192939,40.4340869,14.83z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x154870ceceab1bd3:0x478a3d23f0ad52ac!8m2!3d35.0160783!4d40.44654
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Al+Bukamal,+Syria/@34.4525981,40.881328,13z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x15463f8d633dcad5:0x76132ccb499c5ba0!8m2!3d34.4653258!4d40.9081831
https://jfl.ngo/he-has-been-killed-through-no-fault/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pI_U4rAo_Ww
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-pBlu95s3PM
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councils were established in many areas that became out of control of the authority in order to 

manage the daily life of the residents. 

The Syrian Republican Guard forces invaded the neighborhoods held by the Syrian government 

in September 2012 and killed dozens of civilians within countable days, where locally named 

the massacre of Al Joura and Al Qusour1. 

The armed opposition groups took over new areas, yet the strategic locations of the Syrian 

forces such as Deir Ezzor airbase remained out of control of those groups. The government 

forces still kept a number of neighborhoods inside the city where it gathered all forces in those 

neighborhoods. 

No changes occurred in the government held areas as repression, manhunt, arbitrary arrests, 

enforced disappearance, and torture of detainees. 

New armed groups emerged of an extremist religious character such as Al Nusra Front. Those 

groups became more powerful and influential along with the armed opposition groups, which 

were called Free Syrian Army.  

-Mid-2014 until the end of 2017: 

In July 2014, ISIS captured all areas that were controlled by the armed opposition groups in Deir 

Ezzor, so the province became under the control of two main powers; ISIS and GoS. 

The aerial bombardment continued by GoS, on different locations in Deir Ezzor province, and 

resulted in victims and pushing the civilians for a second, and sometime a third, cycle of 

displacement.  

ISIS imposed its laws, detained, killed hundreds of civilian, committed massacres against entire 

villages, and forced everyone who practiced or worked in any military or civic works, including 

lawyers and teachers, to follow “repentance” courses.  

GoS from one hand, and International US-led coalition-supported Syria Democratic Forces 

launched a large scale military campaign to take over the province. GoS and its allies controlled 

the areas located in the south of Euphrates River, whereas SDF controlled the areas located in 

the north. 

 

 
1 Those neighborhoods that remained under the control of the Syrian government, then were invaded to target 

opponent civilians. 

https://jfl.ngo/al-joura-al-qusour-forgotten-crime/
https://jfl.ngo/execution-shams-al-deir/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iwUehAcZVuo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HdoRi7dbFas&t=6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iJdz-eYZ-uk
https://jfl.ngo/they-killed-them-to-make-them-an-example/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hMooYDowOfs
https://jfl.ngo/deir-ezzor-equation-war-terrorism/
https://jfl.ngo/like-doomsday/
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Report Objective: 

Under the local and international endeavors to hold the human rights violations perpetrators 

accountable in Syria, and in the light of the developments in this regard, which started by 

establishing the International Impartial and Independent Mechanism, in addition to JFL efforts in 

this context, JFL signed and MOU with the mechanism along with its constant communication 

with the Independent International Commission of Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic, JFL works 

on presenting what was reached of documentations for the violations committed in Deir Ezzor in 

order to shed the light on what has been committed in the province including abuses or violations 

for the IHL and IHRL in order to push forward to investigate the crimes and numbers stated by 

this report.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://iiim.un.org/
https://jfl.ngo/justice-for-life-organization-signed-an-mou-with-the-iiim-and-delivered-the-first-batch-of-evidences/
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies/HRC/IICISyria/Pages/AboutCoI.aspx
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Methodology: 

JFL documents violations that are committed in Deir Ezzor within a database that has (27) 

columns for each victim, along with photos and videos that are linked to the information 

documented in the database. JFL depends on direct interviews with the survivors and victims’ 
relatives. The province are divided into sectors where all violations are documented in each 

sector, bearing in mind that the researcher is from populations of this sector, and is well trained 

to conduct interviews and documenting violations by JFL specialized trainers.  

Currently, and following ISIS defeat, JFL is updating the database in order to have more validation 

and complementation for the information that were hard to reach during ISIS rule.  

Database updating process has started in early 2018. The process is basically related to the 

security situation and JFL’s financial capability in funding these efforts as JFL is targeting the areas 

in consecutive basis, i.e. once the violations documentation is finalized in any areas, the process 

starts in another area.  

The report includes what has been documented by JFL until December 31st 2018. The statistics in 

this report are not final. JFL will issue updates on constant basis. This report includes recent 

examples for violations that were recently documented.  

This report comprises statistics of victims of aerial bombardment, artillery shelling, killing under 

torture, victims of extrajudicial killings, and victims of malnutrition due to besiegement in entire 

the province. 
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Initial Statistics: 

1-Aerial Bombardment: 

Countless airstrikes on Deir Ezzor, those that are disproportionate and indiscriminate ones, 

targeted civilians areas, houses, markets, hospitals, and schools in a manner that violates war 

laws. On 15 September 2015, two war jets targeted a marketplace in Al Mayadin city, east Deir 

Ezzor, and resulted in death and injury of hundreds of civilians. On 27 March 2016, warplanes 

targeted Ganamat neighborhood in Deir Ezzor city and resulted in death of seven civilians.  

The team depended in the potentiality of the identity of the party that committed aerial bombing 

on the following factors; 

-Before the Russian intervention and the US-led Coalition operations: On 30 September 2015, 

Russia was involved officially in the Syria conflict. Likewise, US president Barack Obama resolution 

came to start launching aerial strikes on ISIS in Syria. Therefore, the aerial bombardment on the 

areas held by armed opposition groups and Jabhat Al Nusra in Deir Ezzor is likely committed by 

the Syrian government forces. 

-Following the Russian intervention and the US-led coalition operations, the potentiality is based 

on witnesses2 where they are asked if they have ever seen this kind of warplanes before the 

Russian and the US-led coalition intervention. Moreover, the team cross-check the Syrian army 

statement, the official statement of the Russian Defense Ministry, along with the US-led coalition 

statements with the situation on the ground. 

The statistics included the following;  

The Syrian government forces and its allies: 

JFL documented the death of (1728) people including (1669) civilians; (1023) children, (316) 

women. In other words, 97% of victims are civilians. It is likely that the Syrian government and its 

ally Russia are responsible for the aerial bombardment.  

US-led coalition:  

JFL documented the death of (366) people including (316) civilians; (63) children and (75) women, 

i.e. 86% of the victims are civilians.  

Russian Forces: 

According to JFL documentation, it was likely that the Russian air force is responsible to the death 

of (73) people including (71) civilians; (13) children and (7) women.  

 

 
2 Many witnesses interviewed by JFL said that warplanes,  which launched intensified strikes following the Russian 

intervention, were noticed shortly prior to the official declaration  

https://jfl.ngo/deir-ezzor-the-dust-of-warplanes/
https://jfl.ngo/a-voice-i-can-never-forget/
https://jfl.ngo/the-neighborhood-was-bombed-by-more-than-twenty-missiles-where-my-entire-family-was-killed/
https://jfl.ngo/the-neighborhood-was-bombed-by-more-than-twenty-missiles-where-my-entire-family-was-killed/
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Iraqi Forces:  

Iraqi air force launched aerial strikes that targeted ISIS held area in Deir Ezzor province. The aerial 

bombing resulted in death of (70) civilians including (11) children and (5) women.  

 

 

 

Statistics of Aerial Bombardment Victims 

 

2-Mines Explosion: 

The risk of landmines is still exists in Deir Ezzor where it leads to more killed and heavy injuries 

in the light of not prioritizing this issue neither by removing them nor by raising awareness. 

Despite the fact that it should be on the top of priorities of the civil councils, local, and 

international organizations, the exerted efforts are not adequate in this regard.  

JFL documented the death of )225( people including )196( civilians; )50( children and )23( 
women by mines explosion. The responsibility is likely held by some parties according to the 

location of exploded mines, or the former control over those locations; 

ISIS is likely responsible for more than 90% of the exploded mines victims, where the 

government forces and YPG are sharing the rest of responsibility.  

https://jfl.ngo/no-choices-left-us/
https://jfl.ngo/the-mine-exploded-and-cut-off-my-childs-fingers/
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Currently, a number of organizations are conducting awareness raising campaigns, yet these 

efforts are still inadequate. On 9 July 2019, (4) children were killed in Dablan village, Deir Ezzor 

countryside, sue to an explosion of landmine.  

 

 

 

Statistics of Mines Explosion Victims 

 

3-Artillery Shelling: 

It includes the using of heavy artillery and mortar shells by different parties to conflict in 

targeting civilian areas. JFL documents the following statistics; 

ISIS:  

During its control on the most of Deir Ezzor province, ISIS used mortar shells and heavy 

artillery in targeting the government forces held neighborhoods in Deir Ezzor city. For about 

two years of besiegement laid by ISIS to those neighborhoods, ISIS targeted the civilian 

areas almost on daily basis, where hundreds of civilians were killed and injured. JFL 

documented the death of (248) civilians including (58) children and (57) women.  

In September 2016, (8) civilians were killed and (30) civilians were injured by mortar shells 

launched from ISIS held areas towards government forces held areas. 

Syrian Government Forces: 

https://jfl.ngo/besieged-neighborhoods-deir-ezzor-summary-period-15-21-august-2017/
https://jfl.ngo/420days-of-siege-laid-on-deir-ezzor/
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The Russian forces were not noticeably exist in Deir Ezzor province before 2017, where 

they participated in the operation of recapturing the province. The heavy artillery and 

mortar shells were used by government forces and allied militias where they were 

targeting any area out of their control.  JFL documented the death of (170) civilians 

including (47) children and (28) women. On 17 September 2012, Abdulrahman 

Mash’hour was killed in Al Hameedia neighborhood due to his injury by an artillery 

shell’s shrapnel that was launched from government forces held areas in Deir Ezzor city.  

 

 

Statistics of Artillery Shelling Victims 

 

4-Victims Killed Under Torture: 

JFL documentation for those who were killed in the prisons of different parties to conflict 

depended on the testimonies of their relatives as they were informed by the perpetrating 

party with the death of the victims, and sometimes handing over their personal belongings.  

JFL documented the death of (76) civilians in the prisons of the Syrian authorities, including 

two children and two women. It also documented the death of (4) civilians in the prisons of 

SDF, two civilians in ISIS prisons, and one civilian in the prisons of the armed opposition 

groups. 

A female witness from Deir Ezzor said that her husband died after being released from the 

armed opposition groups’ jails in the north of Syria as he was harshly tortured by using 
sharp objects. Another witness, who was a survivor from the prisons of the Syrian Air Force 

https://jfl.ngo/story-death-activist-abdulrahman-mashhour/
https://jfl.ngo/story-death-activist-abdulrahman-mashhour/
https://jfl.ngo/was-not-an-interrogation-it-was-a-torture/
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Intelligence, said that a detainee died few hours later the investigation session as he 

returned to the detention center without ability to walk, and his temperature was high. On 

22 August 2017, one ISIS member died under torture in the jails of ISIS as he was arrested 

by the charge of communicating with external parties.  

 

Statistics of Victims Of Torture 

 

5-Extrajudicial Execution: 

Different parties to conflict in Deir Ezzor committed executions against detainees. According 

to interviewed witnesses, the government forces executed detainees without trials, 

including members of government forces or security apparatuses by the charge of defection 

attempts or dealing with the opposition. A witness, who was detained in Al Mazza military 

airbase in Damascus, told JFL that the Syrian security members shot a detainee after his 

refusal to admit. He was shot with thirty bullets from a close distance.  

Other witnesses confirmed that ISIS sentenced detainees to death with simplified process 

by charges such as dealing with external parties, apostasy3, and other charges aganist 

members of the group itself, where almost the charge was to deal with external parties.  

JFL could gain information related to the executions from the victims relatives or survivors. 

ISIS executed in public in some areas, where it is likely that it executed detainess from Deir 

Ezzor in areas out of th eprovince. ISIS did not inform the detainees’ relatives with the 

 
3It is commonly defined as the conscious abandonment of Islam by a Muslim in word or through deed. 

https://jfl.ngo/the-unknown-fate/
https://jfl.ngo/sentenced-death-not-know/
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executions, except for sometimes, and it kept refusing to tell the relatives that there area 

such detainees in their detention centers, or promsing to release them soon. 

The Syrian government rejects the acusations of committing extrajudicial killings in their 

prisons. State-affiliated bodies informed the directorates of civil registry with the fate of 

thousads of detainees, and accordingly they issued death certificates, and updated the civil 

registry data without informing their relatives, under the excuse that the reasons behind 

their death was “Natural Death”.  

The victims of extrajudicial executions from Deir Ezzor that were documented by JFL was 

)397( as follows; 

-)265( in the jails of ISIS; )223( civilians, )37( ISIS members, and )5( armed opposition group 

members. The total number of victims included )12( children and )5( women.  

-)119( in jails of the Syrian security jails; )91( civilians, )25( government forces members, )3( 
armed opposition groups’ members. The total number of victims included )10( children and 

)5( women.  

On 11 June 2019, the UNSC issued the resolution number )2474( that called upon States, in 

cases of persons missing resulting from armed conflict, to take measures, as appropriate, to 

ensure thorough, prompt, impartial and effective investigations and the prosecution of 

offences linked to missing persons due to armed conflict. 

 

 

Statistics of Extrajudicial Executions 

 

https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/DeathNotificationsSyrianArabRepublic_Nov2018.pdf
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2474(2019)
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6-Sickness and Malnutrition: 

Following ISIS control on all areas that were held by the armed opposition groups in Deir 

Ezzor in July 2014, it laid siege on the areas held by the government forces; Al Joura, Al 

Qusour, and Harabesh. The siege was laid on 5 January 2015 until the government could 

recapture the entire city of Deir Ezzor and the areas located in the south of Euphrates River 

in late 2017.  

ISIS prevented any food or medical materials to be entered to the besieged neighborhoods. 

The Syrian authorities did not facilitate entering the aids sent by the humanitarian 

organizations through Deir Ezzor airport, which later became out of service as it was within 

the range of ISIS guns. The prices went considerably high as the three neighborhoods were 

in dire shortage of food and medical materials. The Syrian authorities monopolized the 

entry of food items to only few suppliers, who were close to the government. The Syrian 

Arab Red Crescent distributed food items on irregular basis to the residents of the three 

neighborhoods.  

JFL documented the death of )45( people due to the siege including )13( children and )11( 
women.  

 

7-Movement of Civilians: 

The Syrian government forced those who work in the public sector, especially following 

control on the areas located in the south of the river, to return to the newly captured areas 

in Deir Ezzor. This scattared families who could not return as they have young members 

who are wanted by the military service or for security reasons. Thousands of displaced 

people are still in Idleb province and Aleppo countryside, in Euphrates Shield Area and Olive 

Branch Area, along with Al Hasaka and Al Raqqa. The displaced people have no desire to 

return to Deir Ezzor, especially to the government held areas. In addition to the security 

concerns, the lack of job opportunities and the damaged houses of thousands of the 

displaced people is anther reason for not returning to their houseless cities and villages.  

The Syrian government called upon the IDPs and refugees to return in exchange for the so-

called “Reconciliation”, which means to “pledge not to back to riot, sabotage, terrorism, 
committing acts against public and private property, attack against army ad security forces, 

and taking up arms”. JFL documented the detention of people from Deir Ezzor by security 
apparatuses despite the fact that they made reconciliation. It also documented extortions 

made by security apparatuses and militias’ members against the detainee’s relatives to get 
money.  

 

 

 

https://jfl.ngo/the-main-reasons-behind-unwillingness-of-people-displaced-from-deir-ezzor-to-return-to-the-areas-of-control-of-the-syrian-regime-in-the-province/
https://jfl.ngo/reconciliations-the-last-option-for-deir-ezzor-populations/
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Conclusion: 

The attempts of the Syrian government and its allies to promote a victory and working on back 

to before the war, along with disregarding thousands of victims, millions of displaced people, 

and destroyed cities will make an impediment in the way of the peace process that was called 

by the United Nations through the UNSC resolution (2254). 

All states intervening in the Syrian file should held the Syrian to pass the phase of war and push 

forward a sustainable peace.  

All parties to conflict should commit to international humanitarian law and the international 

human rights law along with collaborating with the IIIM and all local and international human 

rights organizations in order to ensure accountability for war victims.  

All controlling parties should collaborate in the issue of the missing persons and work on reveal 

their fate and informing the missing’ relatives with all information.  

The special envoy to Syria and all relevant states should put pressure on the Syrian government 

and SDF to facilitate the movement of civilians and protect those who desire to return.  

The controlling parties are fully responsible for protecting the properties of the IDPs and 

refugees, and not to tamper with them.  

https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2254(2015)
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